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The Hogue Tradition
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Kingwood “Big Butt”

Quality - Selection - Service

Since 1968 Hogue has produced the finest handgun stocks
available, and we are proud of it. We know exactly how to make
great firearm products that not only look good but function and fit
properly as well. Months and even years go into designing and
testing all of our products, assuring that they fit, function and
perform properly. All Hogue products come with nearly 40 years
of experience and are designed with features that contribute to
exceptional accuracy, comfort, and recoil control. Hogue’s
patented features add up to better accuracy and more comfortable
shooting whether in competition, field, or actual combat shooting.
Many championship shooters, as well as law enforcement officers,
use, and praise Hogue products. Hogue grips have been widely
accepted and used for years by law enforcement agencies and as
original equipment by most leading handgun manufacturers.
From basic concepts to design execution, Hogue's manufacturing
processes include the best ideas, finest materials, and finishing all
of which we do ourselves, in our family owned facilities. All Hogue
products are made under the direct supervision and quality
control of the Hogue Family.

We use precision equipment and fit all our grips and stocks
to actual firearms, assuring a proper fit. Hogue products come at
competitive prices also. Comparisons show Hogue produces the
finest products available, and that Hogue products are unsur-
passed in value. Research and development here at Hogue is fun
because we enjoy shooting, whether for work, fun or in
competition. Aaron, Patrick and Neil Hogue are competitive
shooters, as well as several others here at Hogue. It is a simple
formula for success; we actually use our products! And don't sell
anything that we don't or wouldn't use ourselves. All Hogue prod-
ucts deliver reliable performance and years of dependable service. 

We guarantee your satisfaction or you get your money back. 
SIG Sauer P226, Glock, Smith & Wesson 4506

This section view of a
Monogrip® shows how the

unique one-piece 
construction gives 

rock solid 
frame fit.

Smith & Wesson
Round Butt
Conversion Grip.

Hogue products are currently protected by
13 Patents with further Patents pending.
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Handgun Grips
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Semi-Automatic Features

Semi-automatic pistols come in a wide array of frame
styles, as do our grips that fit them. We have incorporated
the most functional design possible for each particular
pistol. For example, some auto grips are only available as
improved panels, others wraparound with finger grooves.
For some pistols we offer both styles. While some guns lend
themselves to a grip with finger grooves, some are more
functional with simple panels. You can be sure that
whatever the basic design all Hogue Grips are designed with
improvements in fit, form and function. Grip sizes
complement the particular handgun it was made for, as
small as possible on large double stack magazine guns, and
maybe a little fuller on small frames. We produce models to
fit almost all popular Semi-automatic pistols, among which
are our patented, easy to install, two piece grips for the 3rd
Generation Smith & Wesson autos. Others have tried to
make grips for these guns only to come up with complicat-
ed substandard results. Our patented system is another
excellent example of Hogue ingenuity.

Smith & Wesson Square Butt with typical stirrup installed.

Colt .45/Most 1911 Copies – Hogue custom Hex Head Grip Screws.

www.getgrip.com
1000’s of photos - 24/7

Monogrip Features

Monogrip one-piece revolver stocks were designed and
patented by  Guy Hogue a retired L.A.P.D. shooting instructor
and armorer. 

After years of custom making conventional two piece
grips, Guy, a perfectionist, was never satisfied with the way
two-piece revolver grips mount and fit, even when custom
made.

The answer... a one-piece grip that mounts from the
bottom. Trademarked Monogrip, this one-piece design
eliminates the short-comings of traditional two-piece grips.
This single piece grip slides on revolver frames from the
bottom, requiring no modifications to the firearm. 

A patented steel "stirrup" device clips over the existing
stock pin or bottom strap of the frame. The stirrup is the key
component in the system that adapts the grip to the gun han-
dle. Attached in seconds, the stirrup solidly secures the grip

to the frame. Because the mounting
force is from the bottom, they do
not shoot loose. Obsolete two-piece
revolver grips attaching from the
sides rely on the frame to stock pin
tolerance to maintain a secure fit.
This tolerance varies, which can
lead to loose shifting panels. 

Since it is a fact that gun frame
dimensions do vary slightly,
Monogrips, by virtue of their
unique mounting system compen-
sate for varying frame tolerances.
This assures a secure, comfortable
grip. Monogrips not only dress up a
gun, they also are designed to
provide optimal pointing character-
istics. The famed Hogue orthopedic
hand shape, comfortable and
secure, is a smooth ergonomic
design that positions the hand
consistently every time. Shooters
are on target faster and more consis-
tently with a grip designed to point
naturally. Monogrip allows a high

handhold on the backstrap which lowers the bore line, reduc-
ing muzzle rise in recoil and aiding rapid-fire recovery time,
especially when using a two-hand hold. Palm swells are
ambidextrous, allowing equal comfort and control for either
right or left handed shooters. Generous recoil shoulder helps
spread impact from heavy magnum loads. And of course all
revolver grips are fully relieved for speed loaders. 

Hogue pioneered the design concept and refined the
functional shape of Monogrip. There is only one original.
Although others have tried to copy Hogue's shape in a two
piece revolver grip, nothing compares with the features of a
true Monogrip. Why buy an inferior two-piece imitation
when you can get the real thing? 
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CZ,TZ-75, Ruger P-Series, Browning HI Power, S&W 6906 S&W KRD Conversion

Soft Rubber

Para-Ordnance. Super thin grips with finger grooves
for high capacity automatics.

Hogue rubber grips are molded from a durable synthetic
rubber that is not spongy or tacky, but gives that soft recoil absorb-
ing feel, without effecting accuracy. This modern rubber requires a
completely different molding process than ordinary neoprene and
results in a much superior grip. The material we use does not come
apart, deteriorate or harden, and is resistant to all solvents and oils
used around firearms. Hogue Rubber Grips give you a lasting
precision fit and durability that will provide years of dependable
service. The flexibility of our materials and molding process has
allowed us to produce superior rubber grips with features that out
perform all other makes.   

To retain their shape, Hogue soft rubber grips utilize a
modern, light-weight synthetic insert (skeleton) that chemically
bonds to the rubber. This prevents them from delaminating or
coming apart as can happen with old fashion brands with metal
inserts. Being a true one-piece grip with a single one-piece insert,
Monogrips have no mismatched seam to come apart. And of
course, our rubber revolver grips have all the features that made
the Hogue Monogrip famous...orthopedic hand shape, propor-
tioned finger grooves, (real finger grooves, not just small nonfunc-
tional bumps) and they are fully relieved for speed loaders. All
Hogue rubber grips hold securely in cold, wet or sweating hands,
and do not have any metal medallions that can irritate the hand.
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Soft Rubber & Nylon
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SIG P226, S&W 3rd Gen, SIG P226, SIG P220 w/finger grooves

Beretta

www.getgrip.com
1000’s of photos - 24/7

Hogue grips are also attractive as well as functional.
Molded in a handsome black color they dress up either blue
or stainless handguns. Hogue's exclusive "Cobblestone" has
become the texture of choice among firearm enthusiasts.
Cobblestone provides a positive nonirritating stippling
feature that replaces traditional checkering. This texture not
only gives Hogue a modern and distinctive look, but is also
very functional. It is specifically designed to be a balance
between a sharply checkered
and a smooth grip. Cobblestone
provides a firm grip but when
grip pressure is  relaxed this
texture allows the mobility of a
smooth grip. 

Our exclusive molding
process is exceptionally superi-
or when it comes to semi-auto-
matic pistols. Because the
rubber we use actually bonds
chemically to the insert, a
smooth hard surface can remain on the inside of the grip.
This duplicates a stock grip configuration on the inside, and
allows us to maintain exacting tolerances. This  very impor-
tant feature sets Hogue apart. Other brands with metal inserts
must wrap rubber all the way around the insert which can
hang up on the vital working mechanisms found so close to
the grip on many automatics. And the superior design of
Hogue grips allows us to provide rubber over the entire
outside of the grip. Beware of other flimsy brands that do not
have an insert at all or others that only provide a patch of
rubber on an otherwise hard grip. Hogue rubber grips utilize
a strong insert but because rubber doesn’t have to wrap all the
way around we can make a smaller and more comfortable
grip for high capacity double stack magazine guns. 

Your favorite Ruger Single Action revolver will also ben-
efit from a Hogue Rubber Grip. Hogue Grips ergonomic
shape provides a secure handhold, positioning the knuckle
away from the trigger guard, eliminating knuckle busting
rolling of the hand during the recoil. Cowboy style grips are
good for light recoil action shooting and show but a Hogue
rubber grip is ideal for hunting with todays Magnum loads.

Nylon

Selected Monogrip models are available made from
Nylon. True to our high quality standards, Hogue is the only
maker to offer handgun stocks made from this solid material.
In addition to the advantages of the Monogrip, unique
features of a nylon grip are high strength and durability, and
the property of being able to be worked like wood allowing a
user to customize their own grip.
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Soft Rubber
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Para-Ordnance, SIG P232, Taurus 85, Smith & Wesson AirLite

Ruger Single Action

Taurus PT99, SIG Sauer P239, SIG P228/229, S&W Compact 3rd Gen.Ruger MKII and MKIII – Available with left or right-handed thumbrest.
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Hogue HANDALL grip sleeves are scientifically
designed and patented with a special shape that hugs the
contours of your gun. This exclusive shape gives a secure fit
with no loose spots, giving HANDALL the tightest and most
secure fit possible. Our special shape is far superior to any
simple "tube" sleeve and is the finest and most popular grip
sleeve made.

Hogue HANDALL features include: proportioned finger
grooves, our unique cobblestone texture, and ambidextrous
PALM SWELLS for the ultimate in a comfortable, non-slip
surface. Molded from our  modern, soft, but durable rubber,
HANDALL grip sleeves are easy to install with no lubrication
required. These comfortable grips are tough and resistant to
all oils and solvents found around firearms, giving years of
dependable service.      

The original full size HANDALL fits most
medium to full size semi- auto pistols. In fact the
unique HANDALL shape allows it to fit over 50
different semi-auto handguns! The HANDALL Jr.
with its single finger groove is designed smaller
and contoured to fit most small "pocket pistols" as
well as some pistol grip rifles. Hogue HANDALL
grip sleeves are a simple and inexpensive way to
tremendously improve shooting comfort, accuracy
and control. Hogue also manufactures a multi
colored line of grip sleeves for tools. A separate
brochure of HANDALL tool grips is available on
request.  Or you can review all Hogue products
online at www.hogueinc.com. 
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HANDALL® Universal Grip Sleeves

Glock

S&W Sigma, S&W 3rd Gen., HK-USP

Hogue Bantam™ Grips

Smith & Wesson J Round ButtSmith & Wesson K or L Round Butt

Ultra Light and Compact

Bantam grips are the lightest and most compact rubber grips
available. In fact a J frame Bantam grip weights only 1.4 ounces
making it at least .8 ounces less than the nearest competitive grip.
Using a revolutionary Patented Hogue design, these ultra light
grips simply snap onto the gun, requiring no screws, or metal
parts. Bantam grips do not extend below the grip frame for
maximum concealability. The design, finger grooves and
Cobblestone finish improve control and evenly distribute recoil.
Bantam Grips are currently designed for Smith & Wesson K&L,
J Round Butt and Ruger Redhawk revolvers.
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Fancy Hardwoods
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Beretta in Goncalo Alves

Typical Revolver in Pau Ferro

Colt .45/Most 1911 Copies in Coco Bolo

Hogue fancy hardwood grips are in a class of their own, and
are acclaimed by many as the finest handgun stocks available.

We guarantee that the finest workmanship and materials go into
every pair. Not only are Hogue grips attractive but they are
extremely functional. At Hogue all work is done "in house" by expert
craftsmen.  All Hogue hardwood grips are precision inlet on modern
computerized machinery (CNC), then hand finished on actual
factory frames, assuring a proper fit. Finally, they are hand polished
to a non-slippery sheen using natural Carnauba wax which will not
crack and peel like cheap, sprayed-on finishes.

Hogue wood grips are made from many fancy and exotic
hardwoods, chosen for their beauty and durability. All of these
woods are much harder and denser than ordinary walnut, and offer
a wide variety of contrast and grain figurations. All the woods we use
are the highest quality, kiln-dried hardwood available. Our two most
popular hardwoods are GONCALO ALVES (GON-SA-LO AL-VES)
and PAU FERRO (PAW FAIR'-RO). Goncalo Alves is very popular
and is certainly one of our favorites. PAU FERRO is also a favorite,
with rich beautiful figure that resembles fancy dark walnut. Goncalo
Alves and Pau Ferro are among the hardest and most durable woods
in the world. The other exotic hardwoods that we offer are what we
consider to be special order woods, as they can sometimes be in
short supply.
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Fancy Hardwoods

Colt .45/Most 1911 Copies in Kingwood
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Our Exotic woods include Kingwood, Tulipwood, Coco Bolo
and Rosewood. These exotic woods give you a virtual rainbow of
colors to choose from.  All of our natural woods pictured in this
catalog are shown in their natural colors, no stains or artificial
colors are used. Our wood grips are also available in very attractive,
lightweight laminated hardwoods in either Rosewood or what we
call LAMO CAMO colors. The samples pictured in this catalog are
very good representations of the general character and color of the
wood, however, each and every grip is unique and will vary in
color and figure. 

Exotic Wood Samples, showing some grip and finish options.

Top Row, left to right:
• Rosewood Laminate with top finger groove & smooth finish
• Rosewood Laminate with finger grooves, accent stripe, butt cap & checkering.
• Coco Bolo with top finger groove & smooth finish
• Lamo Camo with finger grooves & smooth finish 

Middle Row, left to right:
• Kingwood with finger grooves & checkering.
• Kingwood with finger grooves, accent stripe, butt cap & smooth finish
• Goncalo Alves with no finger grooves & smooth finish
• Goncalo Alves with finger grooves & smooth finish

Bottom Row, left to right:
• Pau Ferro with finger grooves, accent stripe, butt cap &  smooth finish
• Pau Ferro no finger grooves &  smooth finish
• Tulipwood with finger grooves & smooth finish
• Tulipwood with finger grooves, accent stripe, butt cap & checkering.

All our grips are hand polished with natural Carnauba wax 
for the very finest finish.

Colt Python in Goncalo Alves, S&W in Kingwood, Ruger GP100 in Pau Ferro
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Revolver Grips

S&W  NRD Butt in checkered Rosewood Laminate

S&W “J” Frame in Pau Ferro, Ruger SP101 in Goncalo Alves 
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Cowboy Action Shooting

Hardwood revolver grips come standard with proportioned
finger grooves and Hogue's famous orthopedic hand shape. And of
course, all are fully relieved for speed loaders.

Custom options include precision-cut checkering, contrasting
butt cap with accent stripe and your choice of one or no finger
grooves.

Smith & Wesson now supplies all revolvers with a round butt.
Traditionally round butt guns were more concealable and demanded
a smaller grip. Now -a-days it's common to put a full size grip on a
full size round butt revolver. Round Butt frames, being small, allow
larger "square butt" style grips to be used. The one piece Monogrip
design makes an ideal grip for converting the round butt frame con-
figuration to a square butt grip. The Hogue "Conversion Grip" allows
a superior transition between the grip and the frame. This perfect
transition is simply not possible with a two piece grip. (refer to the
illustration on page 1)

Cowboy Action Shooting is one of the largest and most fun
shooting sports! Tradition, authenticity and quality are of prime
importance. We produce these quality grips in most of our exotic
woods, plus white and black Micarta, white and black Pearlized
polymer, Ebony, Fancy Walnut, plain or Scrimshaw Ivory Polymer. 

Scrimshaw

Select Ivory Polymer grips are available with engraved
scrimshaw artwork. Several attractive designs as well as military
insignia are available for Colt Government style pistols as well as for
Ruger and Colt Single action revolvers. Be sure to check out our
getgrip.com web site to see all the currently available designs and art.www.acp
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Walther PPK/S in Tulipwood, S&W 3rd Gen. in Coco Bolo  
Compact .45 in Tulipwood, SIG P230 in Kingwood 
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Automatic Grips

SIG Sauer 228-229 in Coco Bolo, Ruger P Series in Kingwood

Aluminum

When it comes to Semi-Automatic pistol grips, Hogue
Grips are in a class by themselves! Many automatics have

mechanisms that come
very close to the grip,
requiring proper clear-
ances. Others depend on
the grip to hold vital pins
and/or springs in place.
Hogue's precision CNC
woodworking equipment
allows us to maintain
these exacting tolerances
that are especially impor-
tant on automatics.

Ruger MKII/MKIII in red anodizing, SIG Sauer in clear, 
Beretta in blue,  Colt .45/1911 in Hybrid and OD panels.

Hogue Extreme™ series grips are machined from Aerospace
grade 6061 T6 Aluminum, Titanium or old world Damascus steel.
The Extreme series grips are the absolute ultimate for the shooter
that has everything! Extreme grips are available for most semi-auto
pistols that Hogue currently makes and are carefully engineered
and sized for the ultimate in fit, form and function. The strength of
these materials allow for the thinnest possible grips on large double
stack autos such as SIG pistols.

Extreme grips are precision machined from solid billet stock to
exacting specifications and are designed for a lifetime of use.
Aluminum grips are hard Type III anodized and available in 5
colors; Clear, Black, Red, Blue, and Green. Titanium and Damascus
steel are polished to a high luster that accentuates the natural
characteristics of the material.

Precision sharp, crisp checkering is available on aluminum
models and Extreme Hybrid™ models are available with a textured
Exotic Hardwood insert.

Covering a major portion of the handgun, the grip affects its
appearance tremendously. Hogue automatic pistol stocks are used
by many top pistolsmiths for their exacting fit and attractiveness.

A fancy grip will turn an ordinary gun 
into a unique custom firearm!
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Hogues' OverMolded stocks are truly revolutionary, no other
maker can offer stocks with these superior patented features.
Constructed by molding a super strong, rigid fiberglass reinforced
skeleton or “insert” that precisely fits the guns’ action. This rigid
skeleton is then  OverMolded with a durable but soft synthetic elas-
tomer (rubber). During the heat and extreme pressure of injection
molding the elastomer adheres chemically as well as mechanically to
the skeleton, resulting in a permanent bond between the rubber and
the insert. The super strong skeleton gives the stocks their strength,
and the precise molded dimensions provide a perfect drop-in fit of
your rifle or shotgun action. 

OverMolding with rubber provides a superior stock in every
way. OverMolding provides the ultimate in a comfortable, non-slip,
super smooth attractive finish that is durable and extremely quiet.

OverMolded™ Rifle and Shotgun Stocks

The exclusive Cobblestone texture further enhances
all Hogue stocks by providing an efficient non-slip,
non irritating stippling pattern. The state of the art
elastomer material used on Hogue stocks won’t hard-
en with age and is virtually impervious to all oils and
solvents found around firearms, providing years of
dependable service.

Hogue OverMolded stock features are so
desirable they are being offered as standard
equipment on precision sniper rifles and several
famous rifle companies have entered into a licensing
agreements with Hogue to use this OverMolded
technology on their quality products.

Stock Features

All the following custom features come at prices
comparable or below any other standard synthetic
stock on the market!

Hogue stocks incorporate every desirable
feature a fine rifle stock should have. By adding our
unique OverMolded technology we have created a
much superior and unique stock compared with
anything on the market today. Features include a sleek
straight comb, palm swells and a "varminter" style
forend, all treated with our unique "Cobblestone"
texture. Hogue centerfire rifle stocks are designed to
free-float the barrel for maximum accuracy and
models are available with the proper clearance for
standard as well as heavy “varmint” barrels. Hunters
especially will be impressed by the stocks incredible
quietness, exceptional accuracy and lightweight
non-slip comfort. Our stocks also come equipped
with standard sling swivel studs and the finest in
recoil pads. Hogue recoil pads are formulated and
molded from a “super cushion” blend of recoil-reduc-
ing materials that rivals and even surpasses any other
pad available. Our special material coupled with
computer designed, internal cushion structure
provides outstanding recoil control and shooting
comfort. The recoil pad has a standard screw spacing
and is removable, allowing our standard 13 3/4"
length of pull to be adjustable or another pad combi-
nation to be installed.

Top to bottom: Advantage Max4, Advantage Timber, Realtree Hardwoods

Ruger 10-22 in OD green, Ruger Mini 14/30 in black, AR-15/M16 in OD green.

Remington 700 in OD green, Mauser 98 in black
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Ruger 10-22 with Hogue Overmolded Rifle Sling

The Ruger 10-22 is one of the most fun rifles to own.
Customizing them is almost as much fun as they are to shoot! Our
OverMolded 10-22 stock is the finest and most functional stock
made for this rifle. Features include sleek styling, comfortable palm
swells and a  “varminter” style forend for a more comfortable and
secure hold. Hogue 10-22 stocks come equipped with sling swivel
studs and feature simple drop-in installation with models available
to fit either standard or heavy target barrels. A Hogue stock
combined with a precision, target barrel, turns your 10-22 into a
super trick, tack driving, custom rifle.

Ruger Mini 14/30 Ruger 10/22

Ruger Mini 14/30 with Hogue Overmolded Rifle Sling

When fitted with a Hogue OverMolded stock, your Mini
14/30 will exhibit superior handling characteristics over that of the
original stock. Hogue developed the perfect stock by considering
what the knowledgeable shooter needs from their Ruger Carbine.
The length-of-pull has been extended to 13 5/8" for improved feel
and sight picture and the fuller fore-end shape was designed for a
more secure and comfortable hold.  A gentle 1/2" drop at heel
facilitates fast easy mounting and sight acquisition. Keeping with
the spirit that makes this rifle a great field carbine the stock is
carefully styled with smooth pleasing lines and Hogue’s
Cobblestone texture effectively aids grip in a vast range of environ-
mental conditions. Lastly, the butt is fitted with a moderately soft
recoil pad perfectly suited for the recoil of .223 or 7.62 x 39 cal.
ammunition. Of course, the standard Ruger barreled action will
easily drop-in for a secure, tight fit.

Bolt Action Rifles: Aluminum Pillar Bedding or Full length Bedding Block

Pillar Bedding

All centerfire bolt action stocks come standard with aluminum
pillar bedding, normally a gunsmith installed custom option costing
over $100.00. Our molding process and our desire to produce the
best product available compelled us to include this feature as
standard. Pillar bedding utilizes aluminum bosses  embedded in the
stock insert at the critical action mounting bolt locations. These
aluminum pillar beds guarantee an accurate, rock-solid action fit
that will not shoot loose. Aluminum conforms to the rifle action
making aluminum superior even to a steel pillar bed. Hogue stocks
are not only the finest synthetic stock possible, but are also unsur-
passed in value! Aluminum Pillar bedding is not found standard on
any other injection molded synthetic stock.

Full Length Bedding Block

For the absolute ultimate in accuracy, all Hogue bolt action
stocks are  optionally available with a precision-machined, full
length bedding block molded into the stock. This solid aluminum,
CNC machined, 7075 T6 aircraft aluminum block completely
surrounds the action and extends full length into the forend. The
full-length block absolutely guarantees the ultimate in accuracy by
providing rock-solid stability over the full length of the stock. In
fact, the Hogue full bed block stock has been independantly tested
and it was the only stock that retained zero after a 30 foot drop! The
full-length bed block coupled with all of our other features make
Hogue stocks superior and a much better value than stocks costing
hundreds more, in fact Hogue full length bed block stocks are the

finest stocks available at any price. Hogue is the only injection mold-
ed stock of any kind, offered with an Aluminum Bedding Block.   

The unique features and advantages of Hogue stocks give real solid
compelling reasons to replace your current stock, synthetic or wood!

Left: Stock with
Aluminum Pillar
Bedding

Center: Stock
with full length
aluminum
bedding block
“the best there is”

Right: CNC
machined 7075 T6
aircraft aluminum
bedding block that
is molded into the
stock.
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Hogue has applied OverMolded technology to AR-15 style
rifles producing the ultimate grip and forend combination. The
O.M. AR-15 grip is specifically designed to retain the important
lines and aesthetics of the AR, while at the same time providing a
comfortable rubber grip with finger grooves and palm swells. The
forend is a unique two-piece, free-floating rubber OverMolded
aluminum forend tube. Free-floating your AR barrel gives
maximum accuracy by eliminating all hand guard forces on the
barrel. The rubber OverMolding gives a super comfortable,
non-slip grasping area that insulates your hand from the heat
produced during rapid fire, or the cold of extreme climates. The
two-piece design installs easily on most AR/M-16 style rifles. 

AR-15/M-16 Rifles

AR-15 style rifles, regular or carbine length, in black or OD green. Full size Winchester 1300, Remington 870 and 
Short Shot length Mossberg 500.

OverMolded Shotgun Stocks

Slings and Sling Swivels 

Sling Swivels

Hogue Poly Swivels™ sling
swivels are manufactured from a
high strength polymer  for maximum
durability. In fact they have a break-
ing strength far in excess of the force normally required to pull apart
conventional steel swivels. Poly Swivels will not rust, are super quiet
and will not mar a wood stock. Poly Swivels are the perfect addition
to your existing stock or your new Hogue OverMolded stock. The
quick release stud easily attaches to standard swivel studs.

Hogue Slings are made from strong Nylon OverMolded with a
synthetic rubber shoulder pad which provides a comfortable secure
carry of your favorite rifle or shotgun. The unique molding method
gives the sling a slight stretch that helps eliminate rifle or shotgun
bounce as you walk. The pad and nylon sling are completely water-
proof and the premium UV resistant materials remain flexible
through years of dependable service. Easy slide polymer buckles
won’t mar stocks and provide simple quick length adjustment.
Hogue slings are a perfect match for our Poly Swivels
but are easy to install on any standard sling swivel. 

Hogue Shotgun Stocks are molded from a super tough fiber-
glass reinforced polymer assuring stability and accuracy. The grip
area of the stock and the entire forend are OverMolded with soft
rubber for outstanding shotgun handling characteristics which
facilitates fast easy mounting and sight acquisition. The grip also
features ambidextrous ergonomic palm swells and the stock is
finished with an exclusive recoil cushioning Hogue butt pad. These
superior stocks are durable, weatherproof, and non-slip. Hogue
Shotgun stocks are super comfortable with a standard length of pull
and our “Short Shot” models have a shorter 12" length of pull that
is perfect for youngsters or for use with body armor.

For Law Enforcement use Hogue Shotgun Stocks are also
available in a “less lethal orange” color for easy identification.

Tamer Pistol Grip Stock

The exclusive Hogue Tamer™ pistol grip is also available for
your Shotgun. The Tamer features Hogues’ famous orthopedic hand
shape with compound palm swells and proportioned finger grooves
and utilizes an internal Tamer™ recoil cushion that dampens the
painful recoil of magnum loads.

Hogue Shotgun Stocks and the Tamer grip are designed for use
with standard rifle slings.
All the features of Hogue Shotgun Stocks come at a very competitive
price adding up to the best value in shotgun stocks - Bar None!

Shotguns Only

Advantage-Timber Realtree- Hardwoods Advantage-WetlandsAdvantage-Max4

Shotguns Only
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PowerSpeed™ Hogue’s Universal Speed Holster 

Hogue Recoil Pads

Hogue EZ grind and pre sized recoil pads are made with an
exclusive recoil reducing cushioned elastomer bonded to a super
rigid polymer alloy base plate. Hogue pads feature computer
designed internal cushion construction combined with a super soft
elastomer for the ultimate in recoil cushioning and control! The
exclusive polymer alloy base plate is super strong and eliminates
cracking and checking problems associated with other brands. The
sleek shape of our pads is designed for use in the field where a
combination of control and fast mounting is essential.

Hogue Pre-Sized pads are molded and pre-ground to fit most
common rifles and shotguns within .050" for easy “do it yourself”
installation, eliminating the need for custom grinding to fit.

EZ grind pads are available in three sizes and are designed to be
ground to fit using standard disk or belt sanders. Both the cushioned
rubber and base plate grind very cleanly and easily blending with
your wood or synthetic stock and there are no steel inserts to run
into.

Hogue recoil pads deliver the ultimate in recoil control. They
improve your shooting comfort and accuracy while enhancing the
look and feel of your favorite rifle or shotgun. All at a very
reasonable price!

Colt 45 with checkered, pewter colored rubber grips
in the PowerSpeed Holster. 

Fully Locked and Full Race positions.

The Most Versatile and Unique Holster Ever Made

The PowerSpeed holster is designed for competition, duty
and concealed carry use. The patented  PowerSpeed holster is
modular, and truly universal. Use only the parts needed for your
gun, and within seconds the PowerSpeed is easily assembled for left
or right hand use then adjusted to fit virtually any semi-auto
handgun! Incorporating a unique locking mechanism, the Hogue
PowerSpeed is one of the fastest and most secure holsters ever
made. The locking mechanism is super simple, completely unique,
and has 3 quick settings: Fully locked, Semi Race, and Full Race.
Fully locked mode is so secure you can actually lift the shooter off
their feet by the grip of the gun but is instantly released on a draw!
In Full race mode the gun is held in place solely by powerful rare
earth NeFb magnets. The magnets are so strong they can hold a
pistol upside down and are secure enough to pass a jump test, but
look out, blazing fast draws are a snap in this mode. The Hogue hol-
ster, even fully locked, can easily beat any other holster on the draw.

To complete the versatility of the PowerSpeed holster, it comes
with two belt mounts: a dropped competition/duty style, and a high
rise style. The competition/duty style is fully adjustable for angle
and cant and includes an exclusive belt locking and adjustment sys-
tem that accomodates belt sizes from 1 1/2" to 2 1/4". The 2nd belt
plate is a high rise style that
fits a 11/2" belt & is designed
for duty, concealed carry and
practical shooting use.

Features of the Power-
Speed include modular, truly
universal design that is fully
ambidextrous and adjustable,
exclusive pistol securing
mechanism, and super
strong reinforced polymer
construction.
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A Family Owned & Operated Business

Aaron Hogue-President, Patrick Hogue-Vice President         

Grip Screws - The Perfect Finish

Dress up your semi-auto and new Hogue grips even further
with a set of Hogue grip screws.  Available for most popular semi-
automatic pistols, Hogue offers these fine screws for most model
handguns in either slotted or Allen (hex) head styles. Replace those
marred up screws with the standard slotted for the new “factory”
look or use the Allen head screws for the “custom” look. Allen
head screws also prevent the driver from slipping out of the
screw, minimizing the chances of scratching your new grips!

Note: Although most automatic grips are designed to utilize your
existing screws,  Hogue revolver grips all come with mounting
hardware including screws.

Call, fax or mail to place an order, or request information. Hours
are normally Mon- Fri 9:00AM - 5:00PM.PST. When the voice mail
answers push 2 and you will be connected directly with our staff.
After hours please follow instructions and use our voice mail.
When you place an order be sure to include complete information
on what you want and where to send it.

Models and prices are listed on a separate form which is available
on request.

Catalog copies available for $1.00

1-800-438-4747 or (805)239-1440
FAX (805)239-2553
www.hogueinc.com
E-mail: office@hogueinc.com

May, 2007

Hogue Inc.
Post Office Box 1138 
Paso Robles, CA 93447

HOGUE®, Monogrip®, Cobblestone™, HANDALL®, Bantam™, Lamo Camo™, OverMolded™,O.M.™, Short Shot™, Poly Swivels™, Tamer™, EZG™, 
PowerSpeed™, Extreme™ and Extreme Hybrid™ are Trademarks of Hogue, Inc.

Realtree®, Realtree Hardwoods Green HD®, Advantage Wetlands Camo®, Advantage Timber HD® and Advantage Max4 HD®, are registered trademarks of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD.

Our Guarantee

Hogue Inc. is owned and operated by Aaron and
Patrick Hogue.  We are a family business and treat our
customers as such. Our business philosophy is one of
perfection and customer satisfaction. For this reason we
promise to do our utmost to provide you with the finest
products made and guarantee to stand behind each and
every Hogue product. We will do everything within
reason to ensure a happy customer. We have an
excellent reputation and we intend to keep it!

How to Get Hogue Products

Please check with your local dealers to see if they
carry Hogue.  Hogue products are available at many fine
shops and as more shooters ask for them they will
become available at many more.  If Hogue is not
available at your local dealer, you may place your order
online, by mail or by calling our toll free number. You
can also use this number to find out where the closest
dealer we have on record is located.

Visit our Website:
www.getgrip.com

Please visit our website, it is a great reference tool
that allows you to see a photo of your model gun
equipped with hogue products. The site contains
thousands of photographs and is open 24 hours a day 7
days a week!

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-GET-GRIPwww.acp
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